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ABSTRACT
We present a dynamical study of NGC 4697, an almost edge-on, intermediate-luminosity,

E4 elliptical galaxy, combining new surface brightness photometry, new as well as published

long-slit absorption-line kinematic data, and published planetary nebula (PN) velocity data.

The combined kinematic data set extends out to �5 arcmin (�4.5Re) and allows us to probe

the galaxy’s outer halo.

For the first time, we model such a data set with the new and flexible χ2-made-to-measure

particle code NMAGIC. We extend NMAGIC to include seeing effects, introduce an efficient

scheme to estimate the mass-to-light ratio, and incorporate a maximum-likelihood technique

to account for discrete velocity measurements.

For modelling the PN kinematics, we use line-of-sight velocities and velocity dispersions

computed on two different spatial grids, and we also use the individual velocity measurements

with the likelihood method, in order to make sure that our results are not biased by the way

we treat the PN measurements.

We generate axisymmetric self-consistent models as well models including various dark

matter haloes. These models fit all the mean velocity and velocity dispersion data with

χ2/N < 1, both in the case with only luminous matter and in potentials including quite massive

haloes. The likelihood analysis together with the velocity histograms suggest that models with

low-density haloes such that the circular velocity vc � 200 km s−1 at 5Re are not consistent

with the data. A range of massive haloes with vc � 250 km s−1 at 5Re fit the PN data best. To

derive stronger results would require PN velocities at even larger radii. The best-fitting models

are slightly radially anisotropic; the anisotropy parameter β � 0.3 at the centre, increasing to

β � 0.5 at radii �2Re.

Key words: methods: N-body simulations – galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – galaxies:

haloes – galaxies: individual: NGC 4697 – galaxies: kinematics and dynamics – dark matter.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

The presence of dark matter (DM) has long been inferred around

spiral galaxies from their flat rotation curves, and galaxies are now

generally believed to be surrounded by extended dark matter haloes.

Indeed, in the current � cold dark matter (�CDM) cosmology,

galaxies form within the potential wells of their haloes. The standard

picture for the formation of elliptical galaxies is through mergers

�E-mail: lorenzi@mpe.mpg.de

†RCUK Academic Fellow

of smaller units. Ellipticals should thus also be surrounded by dark

matter haloes. Their haloes are particularly interesting because el-

lipticals are among the oldest galaxies and are found in the densest

environments.

Unfortunately, mass measurements in elliptical galaxies have

been difficult because of the lack of a suitable ubiquitous tracer such

as neutral hydrogen rotation curves in spirals. In giant ellipticals,

there is evidence for dark matter from X-ray emission (e.g. Awaki

et al. 1994; Loewenstein & White 1999; Humphrey et al. 2006) and

gravitational lensing (e.g. Griffiths et al. 1996; Treu & Koopmans

2004; Rusin & Kochanek 2005). In more ordinary ellipticals, mass

estimates come from stellar dynamical studies, which have been
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limited by the faintness of the galaxies’ outer surface brightness to

radii less than two effective radii from the centre, R � 2Re (e.g.

Kronawitter et al. 2000; Thomas et al. 2007). These studies suggest

that the dark matter contributes ∼10–40 per cent of the mass within

Re (Gerhard et al. 2001; Cappellari et al. 2006), consistent with the

lensing results.

The strong emission line at [O III]λ5007 from planetary nebu-

lae (PNe) offers a promising tool to overcome this limitation and

to extend stellar kinematic studies to larger radii (Hui et al. 1995;

Tremblay, Merrit & Williams 1995; Arnaboldi et al. 1996, 1998).

Also, in the less-massive, X-ray faint ellipticals, PNe may be the pri-

mary tool for constraining the dynamics at large radii. Once the PNe

are identified, their line-of-sight velocities can be obtained from the

Doppler shift of the narrow emission line. Interestingly, the derived

PN dispersion profiles in the elliptical galaxies NGC 4697 (Méndez

et al. 2001) and NGC 821, 3379 and 4494 (Romanowsky et al. 2003;

Douglas et al. 2007) were found to decline significantly with radius

outside 1Re. Their spherically symmetric dynamical analysis led

Romanowsky et al. (2003) to the conclusion that these galaxies lack

massive dark matter haloes; however, Dekel et al. (2005) argued that

the well-known mass–anisotropy degeneracy allows for declining

dispersion profiles even when a standard DM halo is present.

In this paper, we focus on NGC 4697, a normal and almost edge-

on E4 galaxy located along the Virgo southern extension. Méndez

et al. (2001) obtained a PN luminosity function (PNLF) distance of

10.5 ± 1 Mpc from magnitudes of 531 PNe, and Tonry et al. (2001)

measured a surface brightness fluctuation (SBF) distance of 11.7 ±
0.1 Mpc. This fairly isolated galaxy has a total B magnitude BT =
10.14 and harbours a central supermassive black hole (SMBH) of

mass 1.2 × 108 M� (Pinkney et al. 2000). A Sersic law with Re =
66 arcsec gives a good fit to the surface brightness profile out to about

4 arcmin (see Section 2). Based on the discy isophote shapes, Carter

(1987) and Goudfrooij et al. (1994) inferred a stellar disc along the

major-axis. The contribution of the disc kinematics to the major-

axis line-of-sight velocity distributions was estimated by Scorza

et al. (1998). X-ray observations with ROSAT (Sansom, Hibbard

& Schweizer 2000) show a lack of large-scale hot gas in the halo

of this galaxy. Using more recent Chandra data, Irwin, Sarazin &

Bregman (2000) could resolve most of this emission into non-

uniformly distributed low-mass X-ray binary (LMXB) point

sources, suggesting that NGC 4697 is mostly devoid of interstel-

lar gas and perhaps does not have substantial amounts of DM.

Dynamical models of NGC 4697 have been constructed by

Binney, Davies & Illingworth (1990) (hereafter BDI) and Dejonghe

et al. (1996) (hereafter DDVZ), both based on photometry and

absorption-line kinematic data within ∼1Re. The data were con-

sistent with a constant mass-to-light-ratio and none of these models

showed evidence for dark matter. Méndez et al. (2001) obtained

velocities for 531 PNe and derived a velocity dispersion profile out

to approximately 4.5Re. Assuming an isotropic velocity distribu-

tion, Méndez et al. (2001) found that the PN velocity dispersion

profile is consistent with no DM inside 4.5Re, but that DM can be

present if the velocity distribution is anisotropic. This was also ar-

gued by Dekel et al. (2005) to be the main cause of the finding by

Romanowsky et al. (2003), that their three intermediate luminos-

ity galaxies lacked significant dark matter haloes (but see Douglas

et al. 2007). Contrary to these three galaxies, which are nearly round

on the sky, NGC 4697 is strongly flattened and likely to be nearly

edge-on, thus easier to model since shape degeneracies are much

less severe.

In light of this, it is important enough to perform a further careful

analysis of this galaxy. In this paper, we construct dynamical models

of NGC 4697 with the very flexible NMAGIC particle code, making

use of new and published slit kinematics and the Méndez et al.

(2001) PN data. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

describe our new observational data and all other data that are used

for the dynamical models. In Section 3, we give a brief explanation

of the NMAGIC modelling technique. We extend the method to include

seeing effects, introduce an efficient scheme to estimate the mass-

to-light ratio, and show how discrete velocity measurements may

be taken into account. In Section 4, we construct isotropic rotator

models to test and calibrate the method, preparing for the dynamical

modelling of NGC 4697 which is then performed in Section 5.

Finally, this paper closes with our conclusions in Section 6.

2 O B S E RVAT I O NA L DATA

In this section, we describe the observational data used in this study,

including new CCD photometry and new long-slit absorption-line

kinematics. We also describe here the procedure employed for the

deprojection of the photometric data. In the following, we adopt a

distance 10.5 Mpc to NGC 4697 (Méndez et al. 2001).

2.1 Surface photometry

The R-band data used in this work were taken in 2000 April as part

of the ESO Proposal 064.N-0030 (PI R. P. Saglia) at the Wide Field

Imager on the ESO-MPIA 2.2-m telescope. Six 5-min, dithered ex-

posures were taken in subarcsec seeing conditions. After the usual

data-reduction procedures (performed using the IRAF task MSCRED),

the data were tabulated as radial profiles of surface brightness μ,

ellipticity ε, position angle (PA) and Fourier shape coefficients

(Bender & Moellenhoff 1987). The surface brightness was cali-

brated using the R-band photometry of Peletier et al. (1990). Sys-

tematic errors due to sky subtraction (μsky = 20.18 Rmag arcsec−2)

are always smaller than 10 per cent. Fig. A1 shows the derived

profiles and Table A3 gives them in tabular form. The isophotes of

NGC 4697 do not show any appreciable twist in PA and have a posi-

tive a4 coefficient in the galaxy’s inner parts, which is well explained

by a near-edge-on embedded disc (Scorza & Bender 1995, hereafter

SB95). The galaxy has some dust in the inner regions (Pinkney et al.

2003), but the R-band observations are relatively unaffected by it.

The outer isophotes are progressively slightly off-centred. A Sersic

fit to the surface brightness profile results in Sersic index n = 3.5

and effective radius Re = 66 arcsec. The older value of 95 arcsec

from BDI was based on photometry reaching only 120 arcsec; thus,

we use Re = 66 arcsec in the following. For a distance of 10.5 Mpc,

this corresponds to 3.36 kpc.

2.2 Deprojection

For our dynamical study, we will fit particle models to the depro-

jected luminosity density using NMAGIC (cf. Section 3). To obtain

the luminosity density, we need to deproject the surface brightness.

This inversion problem is unique only for spherical or edge-on ax-

isymmetric systems (Binney & Tremaine 1987). For axisymmetric

systems inclined at an angle i, the Fourier slice theorem (Rybicki

1987) shows that one can recover information about the density only

outside a ‘cone of ignorance’ of opening angle 90◦ − i. The depro-

jection of photometry for galaxies with i significantly less than 90◦

can thus be significantly in error because of undetermined konus

densities (Gerhard & Binney 1996; Kochanek & Rybicki 1996).

Fortunately, NGC 4697 is seen almost edge-on and hence does

not suffer from this ill-condition. DDVZ observed a nuclear dust
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lane with a ring-like appearance, elongated along the major-axis

of NGC 4697. Assuming that the ring is settled in the equatorial

plane, they estimated an inclination angle i = 78◦ ± 5◦. Applying a

disc-bulge decomposition to the isophote shapes of the galaxy, and

assuming a thin disc, SB95 derived an inclination i = 67◦. This was

updated by Scorza et al. (1998) to i = 70◦. SB95 also estimated the

velocity dispersion σ d of the disc component from the major-axis

line-of-sight velocity distributions. From their plots we estimate

σ d � 95 km s−1 at the half-mass radius of the disc, rD � 13 arcsec.

Assuming that the vertical dispersion in the disc is comparable,

we can estimate the intrinsic flattening of the disc ∝ σ 2
d/v

2
c � 0.2,

using the measured rotation velocity. A disc with intrinsic thickness

h/R � 0.2 would give the same isophote distortions for inclination

i � 80◦ as a thin disc with i = 67◦–70◦, in agreement with the value

found by DDVZ.

We have deprojected NGC 4697 for inclinations i = 90◦, i = 80◦

and i = 67◦, using the method and program of Magorrian (1999).

This algorithm uses a maximum penalized likelihood method with a

simulated annealing scheme to recover a smooth three-dimensional

luminosity density distribution which, when projected on to the sky-

plane, has minimal deviations from the observed surface brightness.

The three-dimensional luminosity density so obtained extends be-

yond the radial range of the data, where the penalized likelihood

scheme favours an outer power-law density profile. Fig. 1 compares

the observed photometry with the three deprojected luminosity mod-

els reprojected on the sky. In the range from 0.2 to 2Re, the i = 67◦

deprojection yields a significantly less good fit to the observed a4

and a6. Fig. 2 compares the radial run of the isophotal shape param-

eters for the i = 80◦ and 67◦ luminosity models projected edge-on,

with the observed photometry of NGC 4697. The i = 80◦ deprojec-

Figure 1. Comparison of the photometry of NGC 4697 with reprojected

three-dimensional luminosity models. The data points correspond to the ob-

served photometry for NGC 4697 (for the deprojection, the a4 and a6 values

have been set to constants beyond �3Re). The solid line shows the edge-on

deprojected model reprojected, the dashed line the i = 80◦ deprojected model

reprojected, and the dash-dotted line the i = 67◦ model. The panels show,

from top to bottom, surface brightness μR , ellipticity ε and the isophotal

shape parameters a4 and a6.

Figure 2. Isophote parameter profiles for the NGC 4697 photometry com-

pared with those of the deprojected luminosity models shown in Fig. 1 but

now as seen in edge-on projection. NGC 4697 is coded as the solid line,

whereas the i = 80◦ and 67◦ luminosity models are presented by the dashed

and the dash–dotted lines, respectively.

tion produces again somewhat better results. It is also more physical

because it allows for a finite thickness of the inner disc of NGC 4697,

as discussed above. Hence, we will adopt it for the dynamical study

of NGC 4697 to follow.

2.3 Kinematic data

2.3.1 Stellar-absorption-line data

Long-slit absorption-line kinematics within ∼Re have been re-

ported, amongst other works, by BDI and DDVZ. The BDI

kinematic data (BDI data) consist of line-of-sight velocity v and

velocity dispersion σ profiles along the major-axis, along slits 10

and 20 arcsec parallel to the major-axis, along the minor-axis, and

along two slits 22 arcsec parallel to the minor-axis. They are derived

using the Fourier Quotient (FQ) method (Illingworth & Schechter

1982). DDVZ have published further v and σ measurements

(DDVZ data) at various position angles, also measured with the FQ

method.

Along the major-axis and minor-axis, we have derived addi-

tional line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) kinematics from

the high signal-to-noise ratio integrated absorption-line spectra ob-

tained by Méndez et al. (2005) with FORS2 at the VLT, a slit width

of 1 arcsec and seeing of 1–1.5 arcsec. We refer to this paper for a de-

scription of the data acquisition and reduction. The LOSVDs were

measured using the Fourier Correlation Quotient (FCQ) method,

as in Bender, Saglia & Gerhard (1994) and Mehlert et al. (2000),

and the K3III star HD132345 as a template. From these LOSVDs,

profiles of v, σ , h3 and h4, the Gauss–Hermite coefficients (Gerhard

1993; van der Marel & Franx 1993), were obtained; these are shown

in Fig. 3. Tables A1 and A2 give the data in tabular form. The sta-

tistical errors derived from Monte Carlo simulations are minute and

much smaller than the rms scatter observed between the two sides
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Figure 3. The kinematics along the major-axis (left-hand panel) and minor (right-hand panel) axis of NGC 4697. The filled and starred symbols refer to the

data folded along the axes.

of the galaxy. These differences are particularly obvious along the

major-axis in the radial range 10–20 arcsec. As noted in Méndez

et al. (2005), in this region we detect patchy [O III] emission that

is affecting to some extent the kinematics. Judging from the asym-

metries in the kinematics on both sides of the galaxy, we estimate

the residual systematic errors affecting the data, which amount to

≈3 km s−1 in V , ≈3.5 km s−1 in σ , ≈0.02 in h3 and h4.

In the following, we discuss the comparison between the kine-

matic data derived here and the kinematics published in the liter-

ature. Note that part of the differences seen below arise from the

different observational set-ups (along the major-axis different slit

widths probe different relative amounts of the central disc struc-

Figure 4. Comparison between the different absorption-line kinematics along the major-axis (left-hand panel) and the minor-axis (right-hand panel). Black:

our data; red: BDI; blue: DDVZ; cyan: SB95; green: KZ; yellow: FI.

ture present in the galaxy and related [O III] emission regions) and

methods used. In particular, the FQ method fits Gaussian profiles

to the LOSVDs, ignoring the higher order Gauss–Hermite terms. In

general the systematic effect on the measured mean velocity and ve-

locity dispersion profiles is small (van der Marel et al. 1994). When

applied to our major-axis data set, FQ gives systematically slightly

smaller mean velocities and larger velocity dispersions.

In the inner 10 arcsec along the major-axis, we confirm the clear

kinematic signature of the central disc discussed by SB95 and agree

well with their mean velocities and velocity dispersions derived also

with the FCQ method and 1.8 arcsec slit width (see Fig. 4, left-hand

panel, cyan points). Along the same axis we find good agreement
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with Fried & Illingworth (1994) (hereafter FI, yellow, derived using

the FQ method and 1.1 arcsec slit width). Overall, the BDI data

(Fig. 4, red points, 2.6 arcsec slit width), agree well with our data,

although at 15 arcsec along the major-axis, the two data sets differ

systematically. The σ profiles of DDVZ (blue points, 0.7 arcsec

slit width) differ significantly in the sense that at small semimajor-

axis distances the DDVZ σ is increasing with radius but our σ is

decreasing. Finally, the right-hand panel of Fig. 4 compares our

data along the minor-axis with the data sets of BDI (red points) and

Koprolin & Zeilinger (2000) (hereafter KZ, green points, 2 arcsec

slit width), who use the Fourier Fitting method of van der Marel

& Franx (1993). Both agree within their respective (larger) error

bars.

Based on the radial extent and quality of the different data sets,

and taking into account the discussion above, we have decided to

use in the subsequent modelling only our data combined with BDI.

For our kinematic data, the errors in v and σ are �0.5 km s−1, which

is small compared to the scatter in the data. This suggests, as already

discussed above, that systematic errors dominate. For the modelling,

we have therefore replaced these errors with the smallest errors

in v and σ of the BDI data along the major-axis and minor-axis,

respectively (5 − 7 km s−1). Similar arguments hold for h3 and h4

and we set their errors to 0.01. In addition, the h3 coefficients along

the minor-axis scatter significantly around zero, while the minor-

axis velocities are consistent with zero; thus, we replace these h3

values by h3 = 0.0.

Fig. 5 gives a schematic view of the arrangement of the kinematic

slits used in the modelling process.

2.3.2 PN velocities

PNe are dying stars that emit most of their light in a few narrow

lines of which the [O III]λ5007 is the most-prominent one. The PN

population in elliptical galaxies is expected to arise from the un-

derlying galactic population of old stars and hence the PNe can be

Figure 5. Schematic view of the slit set-up used to construct the particle

models. BDI slits are shown in black and our slits are shown in bold red.

The ellipse has a semimajor-axis of length Re and axial ratio q = 0.6.

Figure 6. The positions and velocities of the cleaned PN sample of 381

PNe. The lines indicate the different grids used for binning the PNe. Details

are given in the text.

used as kinematic tracers for the stellar distribution. Méndez et al.

(2001) detected 535 PNe in NGC 4697 and were able to measure

radial velocities for 531 of these with a typical error of 40 km s−1.

Sambhus, Gerhard & Méndez (2006) analyzed the correlations

between the magnitudes, velocities and positions of these 531 PNe

and found kinematic evidence for more than one PN subpopulation

in NGC 4697. In addition to the main PN population, they found

evidence for a population of preferably bright PNe which appeared

to be not in dynamical equilibrium in the galactic potential. To

remove these possible kinematic contaminants, and to also ensure

completeness for R > Re (Méndez et al. 2001), we discard all PNe

with magnitudes outside the range 26.2 < m(5007) � 27.6. The

positions and velocities of the remaining 381 PNe are shown in

Fig. 6. In the following, we use a doubled sample of 762 PNe for our

analysis, obtained by applying a point-symmetry reflection. Every

PN with observed position coordinates (x, y) on the sky and line-

of-sight velocity vPN is reflected with respect to the centre of the

galaxy to generate a new PN with coordinates (−x, −y, −vPN). Such

point-symmetric velocity fields are expected for axisymmetric and

non-rotating triaxial potentials. Moreover, this reflection will help

to further reduce any PN subpopulation biases which might still be

present.

We compute v and σ on two slightly different spatial grids, sub-

tracting 40 km s−1 in quadrature from all PN velocity dispersions

to account for the measurement uncertainties (Méndez et al. 2001).

We use the spatial bins defined by the solid lines displayed in Fig. 6

to obtain data set PND1, which is shown together with the models in

Section 5. The second data set, PND2, is computed using the same

grid but replacing the outermost ellipse by the dashed ellipse with

semimajor-axis a = 280 arcsec. This second grid is used to make

sure that the dynamical models we generate are not affected by the

way we define the outermost bins.

3 N M AG I C M O D E L S

In this section, we give a brief introduction to NMAGIC and present a

few extensions to the method described in de Lorenzi et al. (2007).

Syer & Tremaine (1996) invented a particle-based method for con-

structing models of stellar systems. This ‘made-to-measure’ (M2M)

method works by adjusting individual particle weights as the model
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evolves, until the N-particle system reproduces a set of target con-

straints. de Lorenzi et al. (2007) improved the algorithm to account

for observational errors and to assess the quality of a model for a set

of target data directly, using the standard χ2 statistics in the func-

tion to be maximized upon convergence of the weights (χ 2 M2M).

NMAGIC is a parallel implementation of the improved χ2 M2M

algorithm.

3.1 Luminous and dark matter distribution

3.1.1 Luminous mass

We assume that the luminous mass distribution of NGC 4697 fol-

lows the deprojected luminosity density. The mass density of the

luminous matter is then given by ρ� = ϒ j, with mass-to-light ratio

ϒ and luminosity density j represented by the discrete ensemble of

particles with positions xi and luminosities Li .

3.1.2 Dark halo potential

The prevailing cosmological paradigm predicts that galaxies have

massive, extended dark matter haloes. Numerical CDM simulations

reveal universal halo density profiles with steep central density cusps

(e.g. Navarro, Frenk & White 1996; Moore et al. 1999). On the

other hand, observations of many dwarf and low-surface brightness

galaxies find shallower inner density cores (e.g. de Blok, Bosma

& McGaugh 2003; McGaugh et al. 2007). Here our aim is not to

determine the detailed shape of the dark matter halo in NGC 4697,

but rather to first see whether the PN velocities allow or require any

dark matter at all in this galaxy. To answer this question, we will

investigate a one-dimensional sequence of potentials whose circu-

lar velocity curves vary at large radii between the near-Keplerian

decline expected when the mass in stars dominates, and the nearly

flat shapes generated by massive dark haloes. Thus, for our dynam-

ical studies of NGC 4697, we represent the dark matter halo by the

logarithmic potential (Binney & Tremaine 1987):

φD(R′, z′) = v2
0

2
ln

(
r 2

0 + R′2 + z′2

q2
φ

)
, (1)

which is generated by the density distribution

ρD(R′, z′) = v2
0

4πGq2
φ

(
2q2

φ + 1
)
r 2

0 + R′2 + 2
(

1 − 1
2
q−2

φ

)
z′2(

r 2
0 + R′2 + q−2

φ z′2)2
, (2)

where v0 and r0 are constants, qφ is the flattening of the potential,

and R′ and z′ are cylindrical coordinates with respect to the halo’s

equatorial plane. When qφ < 1/
√

2 the density becomes negative

along the z′-axis. The density given in equation (2) has a shallow in-

ner density profile, but since we are mainly interested in the circular

velocity curve in the outer halo of NGC 4697, this is inconsequen-

tial: it is always possible to reduce the stellar mass-to-light ratio in

exchange for an additional centrally concentrated dark matter cusp.

3.1.3 The total gravitational potential

The total gravitational potential is generated by the combined lumi-

nous mass and dark matter distributions and is given by

φ = φ� + φD, (3)

where φ� is generated by the N-particle system assuming a con-

stant mass-to-light ratio for each stellar particle. We estimate φ� via

a spherical harmonic decomposition (Sellwood 2003; de Lorenzi

et al. 2007). The stellar potential is allowed to change during a

NMAGIC modelling run, but the dark matter potential is constant in

time and is given by equation (1). The particles are integrated in the

global potential using a drift–kick–drift form of the leapfrog scheme

with a fixed time-step.

3.2 Model observables

Typical model observables are surface or volume densities and line-

of-sight kinematics. An observable yj of a particle model is com-

puted via

y j (t) =
N∑

i=1

wi K j [zi (t)] , (4)

where wi are the particle weights, z i are the phase-space coordinates

of the particles, i = 1, . . ., N, and Kj [z i (t)] is a kernel corresponding

to yj . We use units such that the luminosity Li of a stellar particle

can be written as Li = Lwi , where L is the total luminosity of

the model galaxy. We use temporally smoothed observables to in-

crease the effective number of particles in the system (cf. Syer &

Tremaine 1996; de Lorenzi et al. 2007).

3.2.1 Luminosity constraints

For modelling the luminosity distribution of NGC 4697 one can

use as observables the surface density or space density on various

grids, or some functional representations of these densities. We have

chosen to model a spherical harmonics expansion of the deprojected

luminosity density. We determine the expansion coefficients Alm for

the target galaxy on a 1D radial mesh of radii rk . The spherical

harmonic coefficients for the particle model are computed via

alm,k = L
∑

i

γ CIC
ki Y m

l (θi , ϕi )wi , (5)

where L is the total luminosity of the model galaxy, wi the particle

weights, Ym
l the spherical harmonic functions and γ CIC

ki is a selection

function, which maps the particles on to the radial mesh using a

cloud-in-cell scheme (see de Lorenzi et al. 2007).

3.2.2 Kinematic constraints

Since in the χ 2 M2M algorithm the kernel in equation (4) cannot de-

pend on the particle weights themselves, this puts some constraints

on which observables can be used. For kinematics, suitable observ-

ables are the luminosity-weighted Gauss–Hermite coefficients or

the luminosity-weighted velocity moments. We implement them as

follows.

(i) Spectroscopic data. The shape of the line-of-sight velocity dis-

tribution (LOSVD) can be expressed as a truncated Gauss–Hermite

series and is then characterized by V , σ and hn(n > 2), where V
and σ are free parameters. If V and σ are equal to the parameters

of the best-fitting Gaussian to the LOSVD, then h1 = h2 = 0 (van

der Marel & Franx 1993; Rix et al. 1997). The luminosity-weighted

Gauss–Hermite coefficients are computed as

bn,p ≡ lp hn,p = 2
√

πL
∑

i

δpi un(νpi )wi , (6)

with

νpi = vz,i − Vp

σp

. (7)
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Here vz,i denotes the line-of-sight velocity of particle i, lp is the

luminosity in cell Cp, Vp and σ p are the best-fitting Gaussian pa-

rameters of the target LOSVD in cell Cp, and the dimensionless

Gauss–Hermite functions are (Gerhard 1993):

un(ν) = (
2n+1πn!

)−1/2
Hn(ν) exp

(−ν2

2

)
. (8)

Hn are the standard Hermite polynomials and δpi is a selection func-

tion which is one if particle i is in cell Cp and zero otherwise. The

errors in h1 and h2 can be computed from those of V and σ via

�h1 = − 1√
2

�V

σ
(9)

and

�h2 = − 1√
2

�σ

σ
, (10)

valid to first order (van der Marel & Franx 1993; Rix et al. 1997).

Since we use the observed Vp and σ p from a Gauss–Hermite fit to

the LOSVD as expansion parameters for the model line profiles, the

final fitted h1 and h2 of a model will be small, and so we can also

use relations (9) and (10) to compute the model V and σ from Vp

and σ p.

(ii) Spatially binned PN data. We have computed mean PN ve-

locities and velocity dispersions for the ellipse sector bins shown in

Fig. 6. The ellipticity of the grid corresponds to the mean ellipticity

of the photometry. As suitable observables, we take the luminosity-
weighted velocity moments in these bins, which are computed as

vn
p = L

∑
i

δpiv
n
z,iwi , (11)

where vz,i is the velocity along the line-of-sight of particle i and δpi

is a selection function, which is equal to one if particle i belongs

to the bin segment under consideration and zero otherwise. In the

following, we use only the moments v1
p and v2

p.

3.3 Seeing effects

To account for seeing effects, we apply a Monte Carlo approach

(e.g. Cappellari et al. 2006) instead of convolving the observables

with the point spread function (PSF). As long as the particles move

along their orbits, no PSF effects need to be taken into account;

only when the observables of the system are computed, the effects

of seeing may matter.

When computing an observable including PSF effects, we replace

the ‘original’ particle at position (xi , yi ) on the sky plane temporarily

by a cloud of Npp pseudo-particles. The position of a pseudo-particle

is obtained by randomly perturbing (xi , yi ) with probability given

by the PSF. Note that neither extra storage is needed nor additional

time to integrate the particles along their orbits. Usually, only a

small number of pseudo-particles are needed to model PSF effects,

even one is often sufficient. This procedure is implemented in the

kernel Ki j as defined in equation (4). The same kernel then enters

the force-of-change (FOC) equation (cf. de Lorenzi et al. 2007).

To test how well PSF effects are modelled using only a few

pseudo-particles, we computed mock observations for a spherical

isotropic galaxy of mass M =1010 M�, located at a distance 10 Mpc.

The intrinsic density of the galaxy is given by a Hernquist (1990)

profile with scalelength a = 55.1 arcsec. We assumed a major-axis

slit of width 2 arcsec and a Gaussian PSF with FWHM = 4 arcsec.

We computed the LOSVD of the target galaxy along the major-axis

using higher order Jeans moments (Magorrian & Binney 1994), and

Figure 7. Seeing convolution test, comparing the radial run of h4 along

a 2-arcsec slit for a spherical target model and its particle representation.

The squares (circles) were computed for the target from higher order Jeans

equations without (with) seeing. The lines correspond to the particle model

including seeing, for which the PSF was represented using Npp = 5. The full

and dashed lines refer to the major-axis slit data at, respectively, positive and

negative radii with respect to the origin. The heavily seeing-affected central

profile is well recovered by the model.

compared it with the LOSVD of a particle realization of the mock

galaxy, applying the above procedure. The particle realization of

the Hernquist model was generated from an isotropic distribution

function (DF) (e.g. Debattista & Sellwood 2000). As an example,

Fig. 7 shows the h4 profile along the major-axis slit. The square sym-

bols are the target data computed using higher order Jeans equations

without seeing, the circles are computed the same way but including

PSF effects. The lines are the temporally smoothed h4 profiles of

the particle model using Npp = 5 to represent the PSF. One sees that

the heavily seeing-affected central profile is well recovered by the

model.

In the dynamical modelling of NGC 4697, we include seeing

only for our new kinematic data. We represent the PSF by a single

Gaussian with FWHM = 1.25 arcsec. For the BDI data we do not

know the PSF but since the slit cells are relatively large, seeing is

likely to be negligible.

3.4 The merit function

By fitting the particle model to the observables, the weights wi are

gradually changed such that the merit function

F = μS − 1

2
χ 2 (12)

is maximized, where S is a profit function and χ 2 measures the

quality of the fit. The parameter μ controls the relative contribution

of the profit function to F; incrementing μ increases the influence

of S in equation (12). The χ 2 statistics is computed as usual

χ 2 =
∑

j

�2
j , (13)
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where �j = (yj − Y j )/σ (Y j ). yj is a model observable (e.g. alm,k

with j = {lm, k}), Y j is the corresponding target and σ (Y j ) its error.

For the profit function S, we use the entropy

S = −
∑

i

wi ln

(
wi

ŵi

)
, (14)

where {ŵi } are a predetermined set of weights, the so-called priors

(here equal for all particles). The entropy term pushes the particle

weights to remain close to their priors (more specifically, close to

ŵi/e). This implies that models with large μ will have smoother

DFs than those with small μ. The best choice for μ depends on the

observational data to be modelled, for example, their spatial cover-

age, on the phase-space structure of the galaxy under consideration,

but also on the initial conditions. For the data set at hand, the best

value of μ will be determined in Section 4.1

3.5 Discrete PN velocities

The likelihood of a model fit to photometric as well absorption-line

kinematic data is measured by the standard χ2 statistics given in

equation (13). To treat discrete PN velocity measurements the same

way, we must bin them to estimate the underlying mean v and σ

fields. This gives the corresponding model observables as discussed

in Section 3.2.2.

As an alternative, one can measure the likelihood of a sample of

discrete velocities v j and positions Rj = (xj , yj ) on the sky via

L =
∑

j

lnL j (15)

using the likelihood function for a single PN (Romanowsky &

Kochanek 2001):

L j (v j , R j ) = 1√
2π

∫
dL

dvz
(vz, R j )e

−(v j −vz )2/2σ 2
j dvz, (16)

where σ j is the error in velocity and dL/dvz is the LOSVD assuming

as before that the line-of-sight is along the z-axis.

We can then add equation (15) to the function F given in equa-

tion (12) and maximize

F+ = F + L (17)

with respect to the particle weights wi . Hence, we obtain an addi-

tional contribution to the FOC as given in de Lorenzi et al. (2007).

We will now derive this extra term. Let us consider the selection

function

δ j i =
{

1 if (xi , yi ) ∈ C j

0 otherwise.

which assigns particle weights to a spatial cell C j , which contains

the jth PNe. We can then write dL/dvz at position j as(
dL

dvz

)
j

= 1

l j

∑
i

δ j iwiδ(vz − vz,i ) (18)

with

l j =
∑

i

δ j iwi , (19)

and δ(x) being the standard delta function. Hence, equation (16) can

be expressed in terms of the particles via

L j = L̂ j

l j
(20)

with

L̂ j = 1√
2π

∑
i

δ j iwi e
−(v j −vz,i )2/2σ 2

j . (21)

Finally, we find for the additional term in the FOC

dwi

dt
= εwi

∑
j

δ j i

[
1√
2π

e
−(v j −vz,i )2/2σ 2

j

L̂ j

− 1

l j

]
, (22)

where the sum runs over all individual PNe. For small errors, the

dwi/dt from the likelihood term is positive for particles with v j =
vz,i , but reduces the weights of the other particles and hence drives

the LOSVD to peak at v j . In the implementation, we replace lj and

L̂ j with the corresponding temporally smoothed quantities.

When we use this method to account for the PN velocities in

NGC 4697, we adopt the grid defined in Fig. 6 by the dotted lines,

including the innermost and outermost full ellipses. In this way, we

assign each of the 762 PNe to a cell C j . It follows, that more than

one PNe share the same spatial bin, but this is not a problem.

3.6 Efficient mass-to-light ratio estimate

It is common practice to evolve N-particle systems in internal units

(IUs), in which the gravitational constant and the units of length

and mass are set to unity, and to scale the system to physical units

(PUs) a posteriori to compare with galaxy observations. Similarly,

the velocities of a system with mass-to-light ratio ϒ of unity may

be scaled to any ϒ via vPU = γ vIU where γ ∝ √
ϒ and vPU and

vIU are the velocities in PUs and IUs, respectively. It follows that

the kinematic observables of the model and hence also χ2 can be

regarded as functions of ϒ . Equation (13) then reads

χ 2 =
∑

j

� j (ϒ)2. (23)

In the following, we will only consider the luminosity-weighted

Gauss–Hermite moments as given in equation (6) and neglect the

PN kinematic constraints. Taking the partial derivative with respect

to ϒ of equation (23) leads to

1

2

∂χ 2

∂ϒ
=

∑
j

� j (ϒ)

σ (Bn,p)

∂bn,p

∂ϒ
, j = {n, p}, (24)

where Bn,p is the target observable and σ (Bn,p) its error. We define a

FOC for the mass-to-light ratio ϒ :

dϒ

dt
= −ηϒ

∂χ2

∂ϒ
, (25)

which equals

dϒ

dt
= −ηϒ

∑
j

2� j (ϒ)
∂� j (ϒ)

∂ϒ
(26)

with

∂� j (ϒ)

∂ϒ
=

√
πL

ϒσpσ (Bn,p)

∑
i

δpiwi
∂un(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=νpi

vz,i , (27)

where we used ∂vz,i/∂ϒ = vz,i/2ϒ for vz,i given in PUs, and j =
{n, p}. The line-of-sight is along the z-axis. In practice, we use the

temporally smoothed quantities to compute the FOC for the mass-

to-light ratio.

In principle, the proposed scheme can be understood as a gradi-

ent search along the χ2(ϒ) curve when simultaneously the particle

model is fitted to the observational constraints. Hence, the same

NMAGIC run allows us to estimate ϒ as well. We test the scheme and

illustrate its accuracy in Section 4.
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3.7 Initial conditions

As initial conditions for NMAGIC, we generate a particle realization

of a spherical γ -model (Dehnen 1993; Carollo, de Zeeuw & van

der Marel 1995) made from a DF using the method of Debattista

& Sellwood (2000). The model consists of N = 5 × 105 particles

and has γ = 1.5, scalelength a = 1 and rmax = 40. When scaled to

NGC 4697 one unit of length corresponds to 2.3810 kpc, that is, this

model has Re = 3.8 kpc.

In some cases, we have found it useful to give the initial particle

system some angular momentum about an axis of symmetry. For

axisymmetric stellar systems, the density is determined through the

even part in Lz of the DF (Lynden-Bell 1962). Thus, the component

of the angular momentum of a particle along the symmetry axis may

be reversed without affecting the equilibrium of the system. Kalnajs

(1977) showed, however, that a discontinuity at Lz = 0 can affect

the stability of the particle model. Therefore, if desired, we switch

retrograde particles with a probability

p(Lz) = p0

L2
z

L2
z + L2

0

, (28)

which ensures a smooth DF.

4 T E S T I N G T H E M O D E L L I N G W I T H
I S OT RO P I C ROTATO R TA R G E T S

In this section, we use axisymmetric, isotropic rotator models with

known intrinsic properties to determine the optimal value of the

entropy ‘smoothing’ parameter μ in equation (12), and to test our

procedure for determining the optimal mass-to-light ratio simulta-

neously with modelling the data.

4.1 Entropy parameter μ

Our approach to determine suitable values for μ is similar to that in

Gerhard et al. (1998) and Thomas et al. (2005). We first generate a

‘mock’ kinematic data set from an isotropic rotator model whose in-

formation content (number and density of points, errors) is similar as

for the real data set to be modelled. To this data set, we perform a se-

quence of particle model fits for various μ, and determine the values

of μ for which (i) a good fit is obtained, and (ii) the known intrinsic

velocity moments of the input ‘mock’ system are well reproduced

by the corresponding moments of the final particle model. Using an

isotropic rotator model for this purpose here makes sense, because

such a model is a fair representation of NGC 4697 (BDI). We have

chosen to describe the luminosity density of the mock galaxy by

one of the flattened γ -models of Dehnen & Gerhard (1994):

j(m) = (3 − γ )L

4πq

a

mγ (m + a)4−γ
. (29)

Here L and a are the total luminosity and scale radius, m2 = R′2 +
(z′/q)2, and q is the flattening. The parameters are chosen such

that the surface brightness closely resembles that of NGC 4697,

that is, q = 0.7, γ = 1.5, L = 2 × 1010 L�,R and a = 2.5 kpc, which

corresponds to a ≈ 49 arcsec at a distance of 10.5 Mpc. Fig. 8 shows

a comparison of the surface brightness of NGC 4697 with the mock

galaxy projected under i = 80◦. The major-axis and minor-axis

surface brightness profiles are well approximated by the γ -model,

except for some differences at larger radii, so we will use this model

for the calibration of μ.

We determine mock kinematic profiles from internal velocity mo-

ments, obtained from higher order Jeans equations (Magorrian &

Figure 8. Comparison of the surface brightness of NGC 4697 (solid lines)

with the γ -model described in the text and seen under i = 80◦ inclination

(dotted lines). Top panel: surface brightness profile along the major-axis.

Bottom panel: surface brightness profile along the minor-axis.

Binney 1994) in the self-consistent potential generated by the den-

sity of equation (29) for a mass-to-light ratio ϒ = 5. Before calcu-

lating the line-of-sight velocity profiles, the velocity moments are

slit-averaged to account for the observational set-up of the kinematic

slits given in Section 2.3. We add Gaussian random variates to the

isotropic rotator kinematics with 1σ dispersion corresponding to the

respective measurement error in NGC 4697 at that position. Fig. 9

Figure 9. Comparison of v, σ , h3 and h4 of NGC 4697 and an isotropic

rotator model with approximately the same projected surface brightness as

the galaxy. The filled circles show our new kinematic data for NGC 4697

from Section 2.3, the star symbols show the isotropic rotator mock data,

and the dashed red lines show the underlying smooth model kinematics, all

along the major-axis.
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shows a comparison of our new kinematic data for NGC 4697 with

the isotropic rotator mock data, along the galaxy’s major-axis.

We do not construct mock PN data for inclusion in the entropy

tests, but we need to compute the photometric observables to con-

struct a complete observational data set. We expand the luminosity

distribution of equation (29) in a spherical harmonics series (cf.

Section 3.2.1) on a radial grid with 40 shells at radii rk . The radii

are quasi-logarithmically spaced with rmin = 1.0 arcsec and rmax =
700 arcsec. We use the luminosity on radial shells Lk = √

4πA00,k

and the higher order coefficients A20,k , A22,k , . . . , A66,k and A80,k to

constrain the luminosity distribution of the particle model. The m =
0 terms are set to zero to force the models to remain nearly axisym-

metric, that is, within the limits set by the Alm errors. We assume

Poisson errors for the Lk : σ (Lk) = √
Lk L/N , where N is the total

number of particles used in the particle model and L is the total

luminosity of the system. To estimate the errors in the higher order

luminosity moments, we use Monte Carlo experiments in which we

generate particle realizations of a spherical approximation of the

density field of the target system with 5 × 105 particles, which is

the same number as in the χ 2 M2M models for NGC 4697.

We then construct self-consistent particle models for the isotropic

rotator target in a three step process, using the mock data as con-

straints.

(i) Density fit. We start with the spherical initial conditions de-

scribed in Section 3.7 and evolve them using NMAGIC to generate a

self-consistent particle realization with the desired luminosity dis-

tribution (γ -particle model), fitting only the luminosity constraints.

(ii) Kinematic fit. Because the target galaxy has a fair amount of

rotation, it is worth starting the kinematic fit from a rotating model.

Hence, following Section 3.7, we switch a fraction of retrograde

particles in the γ -particle model to prograde orbits, using p0 = 0.3

and L0 � Lcirc(0.03Re). This rotating system we then use as a starting

point to construct a series of self-consistent dynamical isotropic

rotator models, by fitting the target photometry and kinematics for

different values of μ. For each model, we evolve the particle system

for ∼105
NMAGIC correction steps while fitting the complete set of

constraints. During this correction phase, the potential generated by

the particles is updated after each correction step.

(iii) Free evolution. To ensure that any correlations which might

have been generated during the correction phase are phase-mixed

away, we now keep the potential constant and evolve the system

freely for another 5000 steps, without further correction steps. For

reference, 5000 of these steps correspond to ≈20 circular rotation

periods (‘dynamical times’) at Re in spherical approximation.

The results are presented in Fig. 10. The lower panel shows the

quality of the fit as a function of μ, both in terms of normalized χ2

values and in terms of the merit function F from equation (12). The

upper panel shows the rms � relative difference between the internal

velocity moments of the isotropic rotator input model and those of

the particle models reconstructed from the mock kinematics. For

the particle models, intrinsic velocity moments are computed by

binning the particles in spherical polar coordinates, using a quasi-

logarithmic grid with 20 radial shells bounded by rmin = 0.01 arcsec

and rmax = 200 arcsec, 12 bins in azimuthal angle φ, and 21 bins

equally spaced in sin θ . The rms � shown in Fig. 10 is obtained by

averaging over all grid points in the radial region constrained by the

data (R � 1.5Re). The minimum in rms � determines the value of

μ for which the model best recovers the internal moments of the

input model. This occurs at μ � 103, and the value of rms � at the

minimum is �1.4 per cent . For larger (smaller) μ, the rms � is

larger because of oversmoothing (excess fluctuations) in the model.

Figure 10. Entropy tests. Top panel: deviation rms �(μ) of the particle

models from the isotropic rotator internal velocity moments. The point for

the rightmost value of μ is at a large value of � outside the diagram. Bottom

panel: χ2 deviation per data point of the particle model fit to the photo-

metric and kinematic target observables (open circles) and to the kinematic

observables alone (filled squares), as a function of entropy parameter μ.

The triangles show the same dependence for the merit function (−F) (cf.

equation 12). The starred symbol indicates the value of μ chosen for the

subsequent modelling.

χ 2/N values are given in the lower panel of Fig. 10 for all (photo-

metric and kinematic) data points, and for the kinematic data points

alone. Generally, the χ 2/N for the photometric points is signifi-

cantly better than for the kinematic points, because (i) the Alm come

from averages over many particles, thus have little noise, and we

have not added Gaussian variances, and (ii) all particles contribute

to the Alm FOC at all time-steps, so the Alm are weighted strongly

during the evolution. The kinematic χ 2 per data point in the lower

panel is of the order of 0.5 for a large range of μ and then increases

starting from μ � 300 to 1 at μ � 5 × 103, whereas −F already

increases around μ � 100.

Some results for the isotropic rotator dynamical models obtained

withμ=102, 103 and 5×103 are presented in Figs 11 and 12. Fig. 11

shows a comparison of the target kinematics with the kinematics of

the self-consistent particle models along the major-axis slit. Note the

excellent fit of the central velocity gradient and velocity dispersion

dip, for all μ values. However, the models with higher μ begin to

fail matching the target data at the largest radii. This is because the

number of data points decreases with radius, whereas the number

of particles and hence entropy constraints is roughly proportional

to luminosity Lk , that is, changes much more slowly with radius.

The result is that the constraints from the data become relatively

weaker at larger radii. The entropy term tries to enforce a dynamical

structure related to the initial particle model, in which all particles

have equal weights. In the present case this works to cause a bias

against both fast rotation and anisotropy. This first becomes apparent

where the relative statistical power of the data is weakest, that is, at

large radii.

Because our goal in this paper is to determine the range of poten-

tials in which we can find valid dynamical models for NGC 4697,

we need to ensure that the answer to this question is not biased by

overly strong entropy smoothing in the galaxy’s outer regions. Thus,
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Figure 11. Particle model fits to the isotropic rotator mock kinematic data

along the model’s major-axis. The points with error bars show the target

data and the lines represent the model kinematics. The model data points

are averages over the same slit cells as the target data (see Fig. 5), and are

connected by straight line segments. The model v, σ are determined via equa-

tions (9) and (10) and h3 and h4 are the fitted values based on the observed

scale parameters Vp and σ p. The full, dotted and dashed lines correspond to

the models obtained with μ = 102, 103 and 5 × 103, respectively. The red

dashed-triple-dotted line shows the μ = 100 model kinematics 20 dynami-

cal times later, reflected with respect to the origin, and obtained from direct

fitting of the model line profiles. This proves that this model is accurately

axisymmetric and stationary (see the text for details).

Figure 12. Comparison of the intrinsic velocity moments in the equatorial

plane of the axisymmetric isotropic rotator particle model and target model.

The points represent the target system and the lines correspond to the final

particle model for μ = 100, averaged over azimuth. The dashed vertical

lines show the maximum radial extent of the minor-axis (left-hand line) and

major-axis target kinematic data (right-hand line). At larger radii, the particle

model is poorly constrained by the input target data.

in the modelling in Section 5 we will conservatively choose μ =
100 for the smoothing parameter (indicated by the starred symbol in

Fig. 10). Similar caution is common practice in determining black

hole masses in galaxies (e.g. Gebhardt et al. 2003). The resulting

dynamical models will then be somewhat less smooth than could

be achieved, but this price is rather modest; between μ = 102 and

its minimum value at μ = 103, the rms � in Fig. 10 decreases from

�1.7 to �1.4 per cent, that is, by �15 per cent. Certainly, it would

not be appropriate to rule out potentials in which the solutions differ

by this degree in smoothness.

Using μ = 100 in the modelling leads to a slight overfitting of the

slit kinematic data, especially for the higher order kinematic mo-

ments which themselves take only values of the order of per cents. It

is worth pointing out that, contrary to first appearances from Fig. 11,

this implies neither that these models are not axisymmetric, nor that

they are out of equilibrium. The model kinematics shown in Fig. 11

are obtained after 20 dynamical times of free evolution in the ax-

isymmetric potential, so are thoroughly phase-mixed. The model

data points shown are averages over the same slit cells as the target

data (see Fig. 5), and are connected by straight line segments. The

plotted v, σ are determined via equations (9) and (10) and h3, h4 are

the fitted values based on the observed scale parameters Vp and σ p.

The red dashed-triple-dotted line in Fig. 11 also corresponds to the

μ = 100 model, but has been determined as follows: (i) from the

particle distribution after a total of 40 dynamical times of free evolu-

tion; (ii) from a mirror-symmetric set of slit cells, with respect to the

major-axis slit shown in Fig. 5, (iii) using the (v,σ , h3, h4) parameters

obtained by direct fits to the model line profiles, and (iv) finally re-

flecting the kinematics so obtained antisymmetrically with respect to

the origin. The excellent agreement between this curve and the orig-

inal major-axis kinematics of this model in Fig. 11 shows that (i) the

μ = 100 model is a true equilibrium, (ii) it is accurately axisym-

metric, and (iii) the differences between the left-hand side and right-

hand side in the kinematics in Fig. 11 are due to slightly different slit

cell averages over the model on both sides. That these averages can

be slightly different is made possible by low-level (axisymmetric)

structure in the model consistent with the slight undersmoothing

for this value of μ. What happens is that the algorithm adds a few

near-circular orbits in the relevant radial ranges. When added to the

corresponding model LOSVDs and averaged over the asymmetric

slit cells, these orbits change the kinematic moments hn , n � 3 at

the �0.01 level so as to improve the agreement with the observed

major-axis h3, h4. In the other slits, the models interpolate more

smoothly between points when needed, because fluctuations in the

particle distribution to follow local kinematic features are less easily

arranged (see the corresponding figure for NGC 4697 in Section 5).

A comparison of the internal velocity moments of the input model

and the particle model in the equatorial plane is presented in Fig. 12.

The figure shows σR , σφ and σz , followed by vφ . The last panel dis-

plays the anisotropy parameter βθ = 1 −σ 2
θ /σ

2
r , which is zero for the

input isotropic rotator model. Within the radial extent of the target

data, the internal moments of the input model are well reproduced;

outside this region, where the model is poorly constrained by the

input data, the particle model increasingly deviates from the target.

Indeed, if we add PN velocity data in this test, the corresponding

particle model agrees with the internal moments of the input model

out to larger radii.

4.2 Mass-to-light ratio

We will now use such isotropic rotator models to explore how ac-

curately we are able to recover the input mass-to-light ratio, given
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Figure 13. Quality of the particle model fit to the self-consistent isotropic

rotator input model, as a function of assumed mass-to-light ratio ϒ . χ2 val-

ues per data point are given for the particle model fit to the photometric and

kinematic target observables (open circles) and to the kinematic observables

alone (filled squares). The triangles correspond to the measured merit func-

tion F. The input mass-to-light ratio is ϒ = 5. All models are built using

μ = 100.

the spatial coverage of the data. Further, we will test our new pro-

cedure, described in Section 3.6, for estimating the mass-to-light

ratio efficiently. As input models we take both the self-consistent

isotropic rotator model described above and a model constructed in

the same way but including a dark matter halo. The halo potential

is of the form of equation (1), with r0 = 190 arcsec (9.7 kpc), v0 =
220 km s−1 and qφ = 1.0. The mass-to-light ratio of the stars in both

input models is fixed to ϒ = 5.

The results for a ‘classical’ approach, in which we fit a dynamical

particle model to the data for different values of ϒ , are presented

in Fig. 13, which shows the quality of the fit as function of ϒ for

the self-consistent case. The input value of ϒ is recovered well. The

results with the new procedure presented in Section 3.6 are summa-

rized in Fig. 14. The figure shows the evolution of the mass-to-light

ratio as a function of time during NMAGIC model fits. Models for

both the self-consistent input galaxy and for the target model in-

cluding a dark halo potential are shown, with both low and high

initial choices of ϒ . The tests show that for the self-consistent case

the input mass-to-light ratio is recovered very well. The uncertain-

ties are slightly larger when a dark matter halo is included, but the

maximum fractional error is less than 3 per cent. We conclude that

the new scheme works very well and that ϒ is recovered within a

few per cent (for the amount and quality of data used in the present

work). The advantage of the new method is its efficiency, only one

run is needed to estimate ϒ instead of the order of 10, but at

the cost of not knowing the shape of χ 2 as a function of ϒ near

the minimum, that is, the confidence interval.

5 DY NA M I C A L M O D E L S O F N G C 4 6 9 7

After these tests, we are now ready to use NMAGIC for constructing

axially symmetric dynamical models of NGC 4697. We investi-

gate self-consistent models as well as models including dark matter

haloes, and fit the photometry, slit kinematics and PN data. Our aim

Figure 14. Direct mass-to-light ratio fits with NMAGIC. The plot shows the

evolution of ϒ with time during NMAGIC runs with different initial ϒ , for the

self-consistent isotropic rotator target (solid lines), and the isotropic rotator

in a potential including a dark halo (dotted lines). The input mass-to-light

ratio ϒ = 5 in all cases. Time is given in terms of elapsed time-steps, where

104 steps correspond to �40 circular rotation periods at 1Re.

in this paper is not to attempt to constrain detailed halo mass profiles,

but only to ascertain whether a dark matter component is allowed,

or required, by the kinematic data. Thus, we investigate a simple

sequence of potentials A–K which include the contribution from

the stellar component and a halo potential as in equation (1), with

parameters given in Table 1. The parameters are chosen to result in

a sequence of circular speed curves ranging from falling according

to the distribution of stars to nearly flat over the whole range of

radii. This sequence is shown in Fig. 15; all these circular velocity

curves are computed in the galaxy’s equatorial plane and include

the stellar component with the respective best-fitting mass-to-light

ratio as given in Table 1.

To construct the models, we proceed as in Section 4. First, we

compute the photometric observables. We expand the deprojected

luminosity distribution of NGC 4697 in a spherical harmonics se-

ries on a grid of 40 shells in radius, quasi-logarithmically spaced

with rmin = 1.0 arcsec and rmax = 700 arcsec. As observables we

use the luminosity on radial shells Lk and the higher order coeffi-

cients A20,k , A22,k , . . . , A66,k and A80,k , at radii rk . The m = 0 terms

are set to zero to force the models to remain nearly axisymmetric,

that is, within the limits set by the specified Alm errors. Because the

photometry is not seeing-deconvolved, for the innermost two points

(R < 3 arcsec) we only fit the A00 term. Errors for the luminos-

ity terms Alm are estimated by Monte Carlo simulations as in

Section 4.1. As kinematic constraints we use the luminosity

weighted Gauss–Hermite moments from the slit data, and the PN

kinematics, either represented by binned line-of-sight velocity and

velocity dispersion points, or as discrete velocity measurements (see

Sections 2.3.2 and 3.5).

Again we fit particle models in a three-step process. (i) We start

with the spherical particle model described in Section 3.7 and evolve

it using NMAGIC to generate a self-consistent particle realization with
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Table 1. Table of model parameters and fit results. Columns (1)–(4) give the model code and the parameters r0, v0 and qφ used in

equation (1) for the respective dark halo potential in this model. The next four columns list the χ2 values per data point, for all observables

(column 5), and for the density constraints, slit kinematic observables, and PN observables (data set PND1) separately (columns 6–8).

Column (9) gives the numerical value of the merit function in equation (12), and column (10) the final (r-band) mass-to-light ratio. The

respective number of constraints are N = 1316, Nalm = 680, Nsl = 604 and NPN = 32.

Halo r0/Re v0/km s−1 qφ χ2/N χ2
alm/Nalm χ2

sl/Nsl χ2
PN/NPN − F ϒ

A 0 0 1.0 0.453 0.0323 0.900 0.968 370.2 5.78

B 5.76 80 1.0 0.415 0.0254 0.828 0.884 343.9 5.74

C 5.76 120 1.0 0.439 0.0343 0.877 0.784 358.6 5.71

D 4.32 160 1.0 0.404 0.0288 0.816 0.610 333.7 5.58

E 4.32 190 1.0 0.404 0.0244 0.826 0.520 332.8 5.49

F 4.32 210 1.0 0.386 0.0229 0.791 0.476 320.0 5.45

G 4.32 210 0.8 0.382 0.0203 0.785 0.439 315.4 5.46

H 2.88 210 0.8 0.376 0.0232 0.773 0.397 310.2 5.28

J 4.32 250 0.8 0.383 0.0242 0.786 0.377 313.7 5.34

K 2.88 250 0.8 0.377 0.0212 0.771 0.506 309.6 5.10

Figure 15. Circular velocity curves of the potentials used in the modelling,

including the self-consistent model A (dashed line), and a sequence of dark

matter haloes (solid lines). The lines at r/Re = 7 run from model A (bottom

panel) to K (top panel), with models F and G represented by the same curve

(cf. Table 1).

the luminosity distribution given by the deprojection of the pho-

tometry. (ii) Because NGC 4697 shows significant rotation, we then

switch retrograde particles similarly as in Section 4.1, using p0 =
0.3 and L0 � Lcirc(0.03Re). The resulting rotating particle model

(hereafter model RIC) is used as a starting point to construct a se-

ries of dynamical models by fitting the photometry and kinematics

in different halo potentials, as follows. For every dark matter halo

from Table 1, we first relax RIC for 5000 time-steps in the total

gravitational potential, assuming a mass-to-light ratio of 5.74. For

reference, 10 000 time-steps in the self-consistent potential corre-

spond to ≈40 circular rotation periods at Re in spherical approxi-

mation. After this relaxation phase, we evolve the particle system

for ∼105
NMAGIC correction steps while fitting the complete set of

constraints. During this correction phase, the potential generated by

the particles is updated after each correction step but the dark mat-

ter potential (if present) is constant in time. (iii) Subsequently, we

keep the global potential constant and evolve the system freely for

another 5000 steps, without further correction steps. Models A, D,

G and K were in addition evolved for a further 10 000 steps with all

potential terms active, to confirm that the modest radial anisotropy

required in these models does not lead to dynamical instabilities.

To make sure that the results are not biased by the way we

incorporate the PN data, we have constructed three models in

most halo potentials. Each time the PN data are represented

differently, using the binnings PND1, PND2, or the likelihood

method.

The quality of the fit for different halo models can be characterized

by the quantity F defined in equation (12) or (17) and is given in

Tables 1 and 2. In addition, the value of χ2 per data point is also

shown, globally and for each data set separately, as are the stellar

mass-to-light ratios. For the same reasons as for the isotropic rotator

test models, the density constraints are very accurately fit. The slit

kinematics are typically fit within about 0.9σ per point, slightly

better than required. This is due to the relatively low value used

for the entropy smoothing, needed not to bias the range of allowed

potentials by the imposed smoothing. The PN χ2 values indicate

that the PN data are consistent with all models.

The likelihood values for the models reported in Table 2 would

formally allow us to exclude a large fraction of the halo potentials

tested, using �L = 0.5. However, these likelihood differences de-

pend to a significant degree on very few PNe in the wings of the

LOSVDs. To assess this we have compared histograms of PN veloc-

ities with the LOSVDs of these models in cones along the major-axis

and minor-axis. A χ 2 test shows that all model LOSVDs except for

the model without dark halo are formally consistent with the PN ve-

locity histograms and associated Poisson errors. However, the low

dark matter models show systematic deviations in form from the

more flat-topped data histograms, which we judge significant for

models A–C. Also, for these models the LOSVD χ2 and the likeli-

hood are correlated, which is not the case for the more massive halo

models. On the basis of these findings we believe the likelihood

results can probably be trusted for ruling out models A–C, but not

for any of the more massive halo models. Thus, we estimate that

the range of circular velocities at 5Re consistent with the data is
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Table 2. Table of model parameters and fit results, similar to Table 1, but with all models computed using the likelihood scheme for the

PNe as discrete kinematic tracers. Columns (8) and (9) now give the likelihood of the PN data set L and the merit function including L
(equation 17). The other columns are equivalent to those in Table 1.

Halo r0/Re v0/km s−1 qφ χ2/N χ2
alm/Nalm χ2

sl/Nsl −L − F ϒ

A 0 0 1.0 0.415 0.0331 0.845 2042.9 2382.5 5.81

B 5.76 80 1.0 0.405 0.0282 0.830 2038.2 2371.5 5.76

C 5.76 120 1.0 0.419 0.0331 0.853 2033.7 2374.2 5.72

D 4.32 160 1.0 0.406 0.0314 0.828 2028.3 2357.9 5.60

E 4.32 190 1.0 0.391 0.0271 0.801 2026.3 2344.9 5.54

F 4.32 210 1.0 0.402 0.0304 0.820 2025.6 2350.1 5.49

G 4.32 210 0.8 0.396 0.0232 0.815 2024.8 2343.9 5.48

H 2.88 210 0.8 0.373 0.0245 0.766 2026.3 2329.2 5.31

J 4.32 250 0.8 0.374 0.0203 0.773 2025.6 2329.0 5.37

K 2.88 250 0.8 0.369 0.0198 0.763 2030.8 2329.9 5.14

Figure 16. Comparison of the photometric constraints with the final models

A (self-consistent, dashed line), D (dotted line), and G (full line). The points

correspond to the target input data. From the top to bottom panel: luminosity

on radial shell profile Lk = √
4πA00, and normalized A20 and A40 profiles.

vc(5Re) � 200 km s−1, with the best models having vc(5Re) �
250 km s−1. To reach more stringent constraints will require PN

velocities at even larger radii.

Figs 16–18 present results from some of these models, comparing

the stars-only model A and the three halo models D, G and K to the

data. Fig. 16 shows the comparison of models A, D and G with the

photometric constraints. The model lines match the target data points

perfectly, in accordance with the very small χ2
alm/Nalm values in

Table 1. Fig. 17 compares the projected absorption-line kinematics

of the three models with our measurements and the BDI data. The

fits are generally excellent. Along the major-axis and minor-axis

one can see how the models have found compromises to deal with

asymmetries of the data on both sides of the galaxy, and slight

discrepancies between our and the BDI data, for example, in the

region around ±10 arcsec along the major-axis. As for the isotropic

rotator, the major-axis higher order moments in Fig. 17 are even

somewhat overfitted (see the discussion in Section 4.1).

Fig. 18 compares the final A, D, G and K models with the PN

kinematic constraints along the major-axis (left-hand panel) and

minor-axis (right-hand panel); on each axis we show mean velocity

(top) and velocity dispersion (bottom). The model curves in Fig. 18

and the χ 2 per data point values in Table 1 are computed for PN data

set PND1. There was no difference between these values and those

obtained with PN data set PND2 in all cases where we modelled

both. The two additional lines in the panels of Fig. 18 show the mean

velocities and velocity dispersions for the variants of models A and

K obtained with the likelihood scheme for the PNe (see Section 3.5),

computed by binning the particles in these models a posteriori in

the same bins as for data set PND1. While there is little difference

for model K, the likelihood variant of model A fits the observed PN

data points actually better than the original model A based on the

PND1 data.

Overall, this figure illustrates that with increasing halo mass the fit

to the PN kinematic data improves slightly. Models G and K bracket

the best-fitting models to the binned data in Fig. 18. However, also

model A without dark matter still has a χ 2
PN/NPN just below one,

despite being systematically a little low in the minor-axis dispersion

plot. When we force the self-consistent model to improve the PN

data fit at the expense of the slit kinematic data fit, the model starts to

develop specific anisotropy features at the radii of the outer PN data.

This suggests that with PN data extending to somewhat larger radii,

≈400 arcsec (R � 6Re), the model without dark halo might start to

fail also for the binned data in Fig. 18, consistent with the likelihood

and LOSVD results. In conclusion, a variety of dark haloes with

vc(5Re) � 200 km s−1 are consistent with all the kinematic data

currently available for NGC 4697.

Finally, Fig. 19 shows the internal kinematics of the particle mod-

els A, D, G and K. The upper panels give σR , σφ and σz , followed

by vφ . The last panel displays the anisotropy parameter βθ = 1 −
σ 2

θ /σ
2
r , which is zero for an isotropic rotator model. All quantities

are given as averages over the models’ equatorial plane. The more

massive halo models become more radially anisotropic in the outer

parts in terms of σR versus σφ , but βθ does not increase beyond

model D because σR and σz increase in parallel while σφ remains

constant. Thus, the additional kinetic energy that stars at large radii

must have in these models, is hidden in the plane of the sky. Con-

versely, at small radii the velocity dispersions in models G–K are

slightly lower, compensating for the larger radial velocities of halo

stars along the line-of-sight to the centre. These models have β �
0.3 at the centre, which increases with radius and reaches β � 0.5

at �2Re.
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Figure 17. Comparison of models A, D and G to the absorption-line kinematic data along the major-axis (top left-hand panel), minor-axis (top right-hand

panel), the slits parallel to the major-axis (bottom left-hand panel), and the slits parallel to the minor-axis (bottom right-hand panel). The full and starred data

points show our new data and the BDI data, respectively. The model data points are averages over the same slit cells as the target data (see Fig. 5), and are

connected by straight line segments. Linestyles for the models are the same as in Fig. 16.

6 S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this paper, we have presented new surface brightness measure-

ments and long slit spectroscopic data for the E4 galaxy NGC 4697,

and combined these data with existing long slit kinematics and dis-

crete PN position and velocity measurements to construct dynamical

models for this galaxy. The combined data set runs from the centre

of the galaxy to about 4.5Re.

For the first time, we have modelled such a data set with the

new and flexible χ 2 M2M particle code NMAGIC. We have extended

NMAGIC to include seeing effects and have implemented an efficient

method to estimate the mass-to-light ratio ϒ . Tests of this scheme

using isotropic rotator input models have shown that the method

recovers ϒ within a few per cent both for self-consistent and dark

matter dominated target galaxies. In addition, we have implemented

a likelihood scheme which allows us to treat the PNe as discrete ve-

locity measurements, so that no binning in velocities is needed. The

modelling presented in this paper shows that the χ2 M2M/NMAGIC

particle method is now competitive with the familiar Schwarzschild

method. In fact, it has already gone further in that the gravitational

potential of the stars has been allowed to vary in the modelling, the

mass-to-light ratio has been adapted on the fly, the stability of the

models has been checked, and, in de Lorenzi et al. (2007), NMAGIC

has been used to construct triaxial and rotating triaxial models.

Even though NMAGIC does not require any symmetry assump-

tions for the modelling, we have in this paper forced the method to

generate axisymmetric particle models for NGC 4697. Both self-

consistent models without dark matter, and models following a se-

quence of circular speed curves with increasing dark halo contri-

butions have been investigated. The PN data have been used both

binned on two different spatial grids and with the new likelihood

scheme, to make sure that the results are not biased by the way the

PN data are incorporated.

Our main astronomical result is that models with a variety of dark

matter haloes are consistent with all the data for NGC 4697, as long

as the circular velocity vc(5Re) � 200 km s−1 at 5Re. These models

include potentials with sufficiently massive haloes to generate nearly

flat circular rotation curves. These models fit all kinematic data

with χ2/N < 1, including the PN LOSVDs. Models with no dark

matter are not consistent with the PN LOSVDs, as judged from
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Figure 18. Comparison of the PN velocity and velocity dispersion data

(PND1, points) with models A, D, G and K. Top left-hand panel: v along the

positive major-axis. Top right-hand panel: the same as that for the minor-axis.

Bottom left-hand panel: σ along the positive major-axis. Bottom right-hand

panel: the same but for the minor-axis. The dashed, dotted, full and upper

dashed lines show models A, D, G and K; the two dash–dotted lines show

the variants of models A and K obtained with the likelihood scheme for the

PNe.

Figure 19. Internal velocity moments in the equatorial plane for models A,

D, G and K (dashed, dotted, full, and dash–triple dotted lines, respectively).

The vertical dashed lines indicate the radial extent of the minor-axis slit data,

major-axis slit data, and PN data, from the left-hand to right-hand side.

both the LOSVD histograms and their likelihood values. Amongst

the acceptable models, the more massive dark halo models with

vc(5Re) � 250 km s−1 tend to fit the data slightly better in the sense

of lower χ2/N, for both the slit kinematics and the PN data, but these

variations are small and not yet statistically significant. To further

narrow down the range of acceptable dark matter models would

require PN velocities at even larger radii than currently available,

out to an estimated �6 Re from the centre.

Our models differ from earlier studies performed by Méndez et al.

(2001) in the sense that we generate axisymmetric models instead

of spherical ones and that our models are flexible with regard to

anisotropy. The best-fitting models are slightly radially anisotropic,

with β � 0.3 at the centre, increasing to β � 0.5 at �2 Re. This

is consistent with the value given by Dekel et al. (2005) obtained

from merger simulations carried out within the �CDM cosmology

framework.
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Table A1. The kinematics of NGC 4697 along the major-axis (PA = 66◦). Positive radii are to the north-east.
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Table A2. The kinematics of NGC 4697 along the minor-axis (PA = 156◦). Positive radii are to the south-east.

R V dV σ dσ h3 dh3 h4 dh4

(arcsec) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)

0.09 −1.3 0.2 186.3 0.2 −0.014 0.001 0.011 0.001

0.49 1.6 0.3 183.7 0.3 −0.001 0.001 0.006 0.001

1.00 2.3 0.1 179.8 0.1 −0.013 0.005 0.009 0.001

1.58 0.3 0.3 176.4 0.3 −0.007 0.001 0.005 0.001

2.27 1.6 0.3 177.9 0.3 0.001 0.001 0.037 0.001

3.25 −1.3 0.2 180.4 0.2 −0.001 0.001 0.030 0.001

4.73 4.1 0.3 184.3 0.3 −0.006 0.001 0.034 0.001

6.98 1.9 0.3 178.1 0.3 −0.019 0.001 0.015 0.001

10.66 −4.2 0.5 177.6 0.5 −0.022 0.002 0.023 0.002

17.37 5.2 0.7 175.9 0.7 −0.007 0.003 0.005 0.002

31.77 −4.6 1.4 173.2 1.4 −0.005 0.006 −0.012 0.005

−0.31 0.6 0.2 185.0 0.2 0.020 0.001 0.004 0.001

−0.80 1.0 0.1 181.9 0.1 0.018 0.005 0.006 0.001

−1.40 −1.4 0.2 176.5 0.2 0.018 0.001 0.021 0.001

−2.18 −0.8 0.3 178.9 0.3 0.013 0.001 0.027 0.001

−3.36 −1.9 0.3 176.7 0.3 −0.004 0.001 0.023 0.001

−5.13 −0.8 0.3 175.0 0.3 0.020 0.001 0.018 0.001

−7.95 1.0 0.4 175.2 0.5 0.020 0.002 0.050 0.002

−12.74 0.6 0.6 173.2 0.7 0.015 0.003 0.037 0.003

−22.55 1.9 0.9 169.7 1.0 0.017 0.004 −0.001 0.003

−49.42 4.4 2.1 158.1 2.3 0.001 0.010 −0.011 0.007

Table A3. Photometric parameters of NGC 4697.

a μa
R e PA �xc �yc Errorb a3/a b3/a a4/a b4/a a6/a b6/a Errorc

(arcsec) (mag arcsec−2) (◦) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100)

1.013 ± 0.013 15.515 ± 0.006 0.246 ± 0.013 65.8 ± 2.0 −0.012 0.007 0.009 0.110 4.380 2.750 0.380 0.260 −0.210 0.162

1.201 ± 0.014 15.635 ± 0.008 0.247 ± 0.013 67.0 ± 2.0 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.430 4.850 2.750 −0.490 −0.180 0.160 0.123

1.359 ± 0.020 15.753 ± 0.007 0.212 ± 0.017 67.6 ± 2.9 0.019 0.019 0.014 0.620 6.790 3.580 −0.610 −0.080 −0.160 0.080

1.517 ± 0.029 15.847 ± 0.008 0.157 ± 0.023 68.0 ± 4.9 0.045 0.071 0.020 0.520 9.620 3.570 0.240 1.030 −1.090 0.151

1.739 ± 0.028 15.929 ± 0.008 0.151 ± 0.019 66.7 ± 4.3 0.069 0.129 0.020 −0.660 8.320 0.440 0.840 1.630 −0.200 0.206

2.023 ± 0.025 16.030 ± 0.006 0.188 ± 0.014 66.4 ± 2.6 0.083 0.162 0.018 −0.650 6.000 −1.680 0.440 0.100 0.160 0.154

2.365 ± 0.021 16.134 ± 0.005 0.242 ± 0.009 66.0 ± 1.5 0.095 0.190 0.015 −0.540 3.580 −2.690 0.130 −1.570 0.300 0.112

2.759 ± 0.017 16.233 ± 0.004 0.297 ± 0.006 65.6 ± 0.8 0.100 0.212 0.012 −0.320 1.540 −2.220 −0.270 −2.310 −0.070 0.114

3.235 ± 0.009 16.333 ± 0.003 0.358 ± 0.003 65.7 ± 0.3 0.109 0.221 0.007 −0.340 0.430 −0.600 −0.120 −1.430 −0.010 0.158

3.747 ± 0.007 16.436 ± 0.002 0.406 ± 0.001 65.8 ± 0.2 0.112 0.226 0.005 −0.260 −0.070 1.420 −0.070 0.100 −0.030 0.023

4.138 ± 0.008 16.537 ± 0.002 0.417 ± 0.002 65.8 ± 0.2 0.114 0.228 0.006 −0.200 −0.140 1.650 −0.060 0.140 −0.030 0.020

4.525 ± 0.008 16.637 ± 0.002 0.422 ± 0.001 65.8 ± 0.2 0.119 0.228 0.006 −0.250 −0.110 1.600 −0.030 0.130 0.080 0.023

4.932 ± 0.009 16.737 ± 0.002 0.425 ± 0.001 65.8 ± 0.2 0.126 0.228 0.006 −0.360 −0.060 1.590 −0.050 0.110 0.080 0.025

5.363 ± 0.009 16.837 ± 0.002 0.426 ± 0.001 65.9 ± 0.2 0.126 0.228 0.006 −0.290 −0.000 1.560 −0.050 0.040 0.150 0.027

5.835 ± 0.009 16.937 ± 0.002 0.428 ± 0.001 65.8 ± 0.2 0.133 0.226 0.006 −0.210 0.010 1.570 −0.030 −0.000 0.130 0.034

6.345 ± 0.010 17.037 ± 0.002 0.430 ± 0.001 65.9 ± 0.1 0.133 0.224 0.007 −0.070 0.080 1.590 −0.020 −0.010 0.070 0.034

6.881 ± 0.011 17.137 ± 0.002 0.431 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.1 0.138 0.217 0.007 0.120 0.130 1.620 −0.070 −0.110 −0.020 0.029

7.444 ± 0.011 17.237 ± 0.001 0.431 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.1 0.145 0.210 0.008 0.210 0.040 1.520 −0.190 −0.010 −0.110 0.039

8.056 ± 0.012 17.337 ± 0.001 0.430 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.1 0.138 0.210 0.008 0.210 0.000 1.530 −0.190 0.120 −0.070 0.039

8.706 ± 0.014 17.437 ± 0.001 0.428 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.2 0.138 0.198 0.010 0.160 0.160 1.720 −0.110 0.210 −0.090 0.038

9.398 ± 0.016 17.536 ± 0.001 0.427 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.2 0.138 0.193 0.011 0.150 0.150 1.720 0.100 0.300 −0.010 0.059

10.136 ± 0.016 17.635 ± 0.001 0.424 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.2 0.140 0.186 0.011 0.160 0.120 1.610 0.060 0.320 0.000 0.044

10.900 ± 0.015 17.736 ± 0.001 0.419 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.1 0.138 0.176 0.011 0.150 0.090 1.420 0.060 0.260 0.090 0.039

11.706 ± 0.015 17.837 ± 0.001 0.414 ± 0.001 66.0 ± 0.1 0.131 0.174 0.011 0.110 0.110 1.360 0.080 0.210 0.080 0.031

12.598 ± 0.017 17.937 ± 0.001 0.411 ± 0.001 66.0 ± 0.1 0.112 0.181 0.012 0.170 0.130 1.400 0.020 0.250 −0.040 0.052

13.531 ± 0.018 18.036 ± 0.001 0.407 ± 0.001 66.0 ± 0.1 0.117 0.176 0.013 0.110 0.080 1.360 −0.060 0.200 −0.090 0.039

14.530 ± 0.018 18.136 ± 0.001 0.405 ± 0.001 66.0 ± 0.1 0.119 0.174 0.013 0.010 0.090 1.320 −0.070 0.160 −0.100 0.028

15.595 ± 0.022 18.236 ± 0.001 0.403 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.1 0.121 0.178 0.016 −0.070 0.100 1.420 −0.090 0.250 −0.190 0.030

16.761 ± 0.027 18.335 ± 0.001 0.402 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.2 0.107 0.188 0.019 −0.130 0.160 1.430 −0.110 0.370 −0.320 0.050

18.038 ± 0.029 18.435 ± 0.001 0.405 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.2 0.105 0.193 0.021 −0.130 0.140 1.500 −0.110 0.470 −0.260 0.039

19.477 ± 0.034 18.537 ± 0.001 0.413 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.2 0.088 0.193 0.024 −0.050 0.140 1.660 −0.020 0.490 −0.120 0.034

20.955 ± 0.049 18.637 ± 0.001 0.419 ± 0.002 66.1 ± 0.2 0.157 0.181 0.035 −0.100 −0.140 1.890 −0.300 0.670 −0.350 0.130

22.554 ± 0.074 18.735 ± 0.001 0.425 ± 0.003 65.8 ± 0.3 0.248 0.162 0.053 −0.230 −0.350 2.070 −0.520 0.790 −0.540 0.270
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Table A3 – continued

a μa
R e PA �xc �yc Errorb a3/a b3/a a4/a b4/a a6/a b6/a Errorc

(arcsec) (mag arcsec−2) (◦) (arcsec) (arcsec) (arcsec) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100) (×100)

24.352 ± 0.078 18.835 ± 0.001 0.433 ± 0.003 65.8 ± 0.3 0.228 0.186 0.055 −0.150 −0.220 2.020 −0.340 0.540 −0.380 0.254

26.452 ± 0.056 18.936 ± 0.001 0.446 ± 0.002 65.9 ± 0.2 0.093 0.264 0.040 0.070 −0.000 2.070 0.020 0.400 −0.050 0.070

28.543 ± 0.057 19.036 ± 0.001 0.453 ± 0.001 66.0 ± 0.2 0.150 0.274 0.040 0.030 −0.040 1.940 0.080 0.510 −0.090 0.077

30.687 ± 0.060 19.135 ± 0.001 0.458 ± 0.001 65.9 ± 0.2 0.147 0.290 0.042 0.020 −0.050 1.870 −0.040 0.650 −0.150 0.059

32.840 ± 0.060 19.236 ± 0.001 0.459 ± 0.001 65.9 ± 0.2 0.124 0.302 0.042 −0.010 −0.070 1.720 −0.140 0.760 −0.120 0.044

35.061 ± 0.062 19.336 ± 0.001 0.459 ± 0.001 65.9 ± 0.2 0.088 0.312 0.044 −0.020 −0.040 1.550 −0.210 0.880 −0.090 0.045

37.385 ± 0.059 19.435 ± 0.001 0.458 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.1 0.102 0.314 0.042 0.030 −0.060 1.280 −0.100 0.810 −0.140 0.066

39.678 ± 0.060 19.536 ± 0.001 0.455 ± 0.001 66.1 ± 0.1 0.078 0.326 0.042 −0.080 0.010 1.290 −0.080 0.830 0.020 0.050

42.182 ± 0.066 19.635 ± 0.001 0.453 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.1 0.074 0.343 0.046 0.070 −0.060 1.190 −0.070 0.860 0.020 0.071

44.663 ± 0.072 19.734 ± 0.001 0.448 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.2 0.028 0.359 0.051 0.140 −0.040 1.250 −0.070 0.940 −0.000 0.062

47.108 ± 0.073 19.834 ± 0.001 0.442 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.1 0.010 0.402 0.052 0.020 −0.100 1.190 −0.100 0.950 −0.120 0.074

49.534 ± 0.078 19.934 ± 0.001 0.436 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.2 −0.088 0.409 0.055 −0.030 0.010 1.210 −0.240 1.000 −0.110 0.045

51.950 ± 0.083 20.036 ± 0.001 0.428 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.2 −0.119 0.402 0.059 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.045

54.308 ± 0.087 20.135 ± 0.001 0.417 ± 0.001 66.2 ± 0.2 −0.098 0.459 0.062 −0.040 −0.040 1.060 −0.160 1.090 0.030 0.062

56.753 ± 0.092 20.235 ± 0.001 0.409 ± 0.001 66.5 ± 0.2 −0.167 0.424 0.065 −0.020 −0.110 0.790 −0.290 1.130 −0.020 0.065

59.253 ± 0.092 20.336 ± 0.001 0.399 ± 0.001 66.6 ± 0.2 −0.198 0.452 0.065 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.065

62.028 ± 0.092 20.436 ± 0.001 0.393 ± 0.001 66.6 ± 0.2 −0.298 0.502 0.065 −0.010 0.000 0.700 −0.240 1.150 −0.130 0.059

64.741 ± 0.082 20.536 ± 0.001 0.385 ± 0.001 66.6 ± 0.1 −0.345 0.505 0.058 −0.050 0.040 0.570 −0.160 0.960 −0.100 0.068

67.520 ± 0.078 20.635 ± 0.001 0.379 ± 0.001 66.5 ± 0.1 −0.205 0.476 0.055 −0.090 0.050 0.440 −0.190 0.990 0.010 0.048

70.445 ± 0.085 20.734 ± 0.001 0.372 ± 0.001 66.5 ± 0.1 −0.219 0.438 0.060 −0.140 0.030 0.360 −0.110 0.920 −0.090 0.064

73.422 ± 0.090 20.834 ± 0.001 0.364 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.1 −0.279 0.567 0.064 −0.140 −0.110 0.140 −0.170 0.850 −0.040 0.078

76.678 ± 0.085 20.936 ± 0.001 0.360 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.1 −0.140 0.583 0.060 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078

80.086 ± 0.093 21.037 ± 0.001 0.354 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.1 −0.050 0.497 0.066 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.078

83.687 ± 0.109 21.138 ± 0.001 0.351 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.2 −0.228 0.436 0.077 −0.010 −0.080 0.010 −0.350 0.750 −0.060 0.094

87.231 ± 0.101 21.239 ± 0.001 0.344 ± 0.001 66.7 ± 0.1 −0.502 0.738 0.071 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.094

90.680 ± 0.120 21.339 ± 0.001 0.336 ± 0.001 66.6 ± 0.2 −0.398 0.769 0.085 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.094

94.336 ± 0.135 21.439 ± 0.001 0.329 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.2 −0.445 0.992 0.096 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.094

98.111 ± 0.165 21.538 ± 0.001 0.321 ± 0.002 66.3 ± 0.2 −0.457 1.004 0.117 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.094

101.661 ± 0.232 21.637 ± 0.001 0.311 ± 0.002 66.6 ± 0.3 −0.509 1.214 0.164 0.140 −0.240 −0.560 −0.110 0.640 0.340 0.200

105.981 ± 0.288 21.737 ± 0.001 0.309 ± 0.003 66.6 ± 0.4 −0.347 1.197 0.203 0.020 −0.200 −0.440 −0.260 0.540 0.340 0.210

111.325 ± 0.162 21.841 ± 0.001 0.312 ± 0.001 66.4 ± 0.2 −0.319 1.230 0.115 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.210

116.502 ± 0.166 21.944 ± 0.001 0.313 ± 0.001 66.3 ± 0.2 −0.664 1.511 0.117 0.270 −0.430 0.000 −0.450 0.740 −0.040 0.092

121.793 ± 0.201 22.043 ± 0.001 0.313 ± 0.002 66.1 ± 0.2 −0.652 1.433 0.142 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.092

127.455 ± 0.218 22.138 ± 0.001 0.313 ± 0.002 65.8 ± 0.2 −1.119 1.668 0.154 0.370 −0.440 0.260 −0.410 0.710 0.070 0.099

133.917 ± 0.324 22.234 ± 0.001 0.318 ± 0.002 65.7 ± 0.3 −1.509 2.154 0.229 0.420 −0.440 0.370 −0.480 0.970 0.290 0.170

139.843 ± 0.460 22.331 ± 0.001 0.314 ± 0.003 65.7 ± 0.4 −1.775 1.725 0.325 0.430 −0.340 0.400 −0.400 0.620 0.720 0.265

147.198 ± 0.536 22.430 ± 0.001 0.320 ± 0.003 64.8 ± 0.5 −2.335 1.937 0.379 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.265

155.523 ± 0.400 22.533 ± 0.001 0.326 ± 0.002 64.8 ± 0.3 −2.535 2.537 0.283 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.265

163.016 ± 0.359 22.633 ± 0.001 0.329 ± 0.002 64.2 ± 0.3 −2.982 2.651 0.254 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.265

170.075 ± 0.429 22.728 ± 0.001 0.329 ± 0.002 64.1 ± 0.3 −3.165 2.720 0.304 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.265

177.623 ± 0.365 22.827 ± 0.001 0.328 ± 0.002 63.2 ± 0.2 −3.611 2.977 0.258 0.160 −0.570 0.320 −0.470 0.440 −0.080 0.163

185.102 ± 0.334 22.934 ± 0.001 0.325 ± 0.002 62.8 ± 0.2 −4.251 3.075 0.237 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.163

190.987 ± 0.358 23.036 ± 0.001 0.320 ± 0.002 63.0 ± 0.2 −4.284 2.625 0.253 0.040 −0.670 −0.350 −0.140 0.320 −0.070 0.153

196.718 ± 0.432 23.132 ± 0.001 0.312 ± 0.002 62.8 ± 0.3 −4.146 2.013 0.305 0.070 −0.470 −0.350 0.330 0.260 0.220 0.200

202.089 ± 0.559 23.227 ± 0.001 0.303 ± 0.003 62.5 ± 0.4 −3.715 1.787 0.395 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

207.354 ± 0.675 23.323 ± 0.001 0.294 ± 0.003 62.2 ± 0.5 −3.703 1.692 0.478 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

212.802 ± 0.787 23.421 ± 0.001 0.290 ± 0.004 62.1 ± 0.5 −4.401 1.973 0.556 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

217.940 ± 0.851 23.521 ± 0.001 0.277 ± 0.004 62.0 ± 0.6 −5.084 2.106 0.602 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

222.191 ± 0.996 23.613 ± 0.001 0.266 ± 0.005 61.8 ± 0.7 −5.386 1.642 0.704 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

226.618 ± 1.524 23.707 ± 0.001 0.258 ± 0.007 62.0 ± 1.1 −5.745 1.259 1.078 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

233.406 ± 0.749 23.815 ± 0.001 0.260 ± 0.003 61.2 ± 0.5 −5.653 1.309 0.529 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

238.734 ± 0.519 23.925 ± 0.001 0.247 ± 0.002 60.9 ± 0.4 −7.590 1.397 0.367 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

243.821 ± 0.590 24.020 ± 0.001 0.246 ± 0.003 60.2 ± 0.4 −7.878 1.488 0.417 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

247.975 ± 0.827 24.104 ± 0.001 0.240 ± 0.004 59.6 ± 0.6 −7.811 1.447 0.585 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

253.321 ± 0.972 24.189 ± 0.001 0.245 ± 0.004 59.4 ± 0.6 −7.540 1.035 0.687 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.200

aStatistical errors not including systematics due to photometric calibration and sky subtraction.
bError on the centre coordinates from the residual rms of the ellipse fit to the isophotes: Error = rms(fit)/

√
N with N � 128 the number of fitted points of the

isophotes.

cError of Fourier coefficients defined as Error =
√∑N/2

i=10
(a2

i +b2
i )

N/2−10 × 100
a .
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Figure A1. Isophotal parameters of NGC 4697 as a function of the logarithm of the semimajor-axis distance in arcsec. The radial profiles of the R-band surface

brightness, third, fourth and sixth cosine Fourier coefficients (a3, a4 and a6), and x-coordinate of the centre Xcen are plotted in the left-hand panels (from top

to bottom). The surface brightness is shown along the major-axis (upper profile) and minor-axis (lower profile). The radial profiles of the position angle (PA),

ellipticity (1 − b/a), third fourth and sixth sine Fourier coefficients (b3, b4, and b6), and y-coordinate of the centre (Ycen) are plotted in the right-hand panels

(from top to bottom).
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